**POPULATION AND FUNDING OVERVIEW**

**Forcibly displaced and stateless population**
- 14.3 million people | 2022
- 112.6 million
- 12% of the global forcibly displaced and stateless population

**Displacement trend | 2018-2022**
- Refugees
- Asylum-seekers
- IDPs
- Others of concern

**Top five areas of expenditure in 2022**
- Education
- Sustainable housing and settlements
- Nutrition
- Health
- Basic needs

**Regional funding and earmarking**
- $768.4 million funds available | 2022
- $1,092 billion required
- 0%
- 70% funded

**Stateless persons**
- 1.6% of global forcibly displaced and stateless population
- 17% of forcibly displaced people
- 2019: 22,000 (55%)
- 2020: 17,000 (27%)
- 2021: 11,000

**Cash assistance by sector | 2018-2022**
- Basic needs
- Seasonal grants
- Life-saving support
- Solutions

**Solutions**
- $105.6 million
- $77.9 million
- $47.3 million
- $20 million

**TRENDS IN RESPONSE**

**For more detailed information on UNHCR’s response please visit Global Focus**